Type IB topoisomerases (Top1Bs) relax excessive DNA supercoiling associated with replication and transcription by catalyzing a transient nick in one strand to permit controlled rotation of the DNA about the intact strand. The natural compound camptothecin (CPT) and the cancer chemotherapeutics derived from it, irinotecan and topotecan, are highly specific inhibitors of human nuclear Top1B (nTop1). Previous work on vaccinia Top1B led to an elegant model that describes a straightforward dependence of rotation and religation on the torque caused by supercoiling. Here, we used a singlemolecule DNA supercoil relaxation assay to measure the torque dependence of nTop1 and its inhibition by CPT. For comparison, we also examined mitochondrial Top1B and an N-terminal deletion mutant of nTop1. Despite substantial sequence homology in their core domains, nTop1 and mitochondrial Top1B exhibit dramatic differences in sensitivity to torque and CPT, with the N-terminal deletion mutant of nTop1 showing intermediate characteristics. In particular, nTop1 displays nearly torque-independent religation probability, distinguishing it from other Top1B enzymes studied to date. Kinetic modeling reveals a hitherto unobserved torqueindependent transition linking the DNA rotation and religation phases of the enzymatic cycle. The parameters of this transition determine the torque sensitivity of religation and the efficiency of CPT binding. This "kinetic clutch" mechanism explains the molecular basis of CPT sensitivity and more generally provides a framework with which to interpret Top1B activity and inhibition.
Type IB topoisomerases (Top1Bs) relax excessive DNA supercoiling associated with replication and transcription by catalyzing a transient nick in one strand to permit controlled rotation of the DNA about the intact strand. The natural compound camptothecin (CPT) and the cancer chemotherapeutics derived from it, irinotecan and topotecan, are highly specific inhibitors of human nuclear Top1B (nTop1). Previous work on vaccinia Top1B led to an elegant model that describes a straightforward dependence of rotation and religation on the torque caused by supercoiling. Here, we used a singlemolecule DNA supercoil relaxation assay to measure the torque dependence of nTop1 and its inhibition by CPT. For comparison, we also examined mitochondrial Top1B and an N-terminal deletion mutant of nTop1. Despite substantial sequence homology in their core domains, nTop1 and mitochondrial Top1B exhibit dramatic differences in sensitivity to torque and CPT, with the N-terminal deletion mutant of nTop1 showing intermediate characteristics. In particular, nTop1 displays nearly torque-independent religation probability, distinguishing it from other Top1B enzymes studied to date. Kinetic modeling reveals a hitherto unobserved torqueindependent transition linking the DNA rotation and religation phases of the enzymatic cycle. The parameters of this transition determine the torque sensitivity of religation and the efficiency of CPT binding. This "kinetic clutch" mechanism explains the molecular basis of CPT sensitivity and more generally provides a framework with which to interpret Top1B activity and inhibition.
cancer therapy | magnetic tweezers | single-molecule biophysics T ype IB topoisomerase (Top1B) is essential for relaxing DNA supercoils generated during replication, transcription, DNA recombination, and repair (1) (2) (3) (4) . Due to its prominent roles in DNA metabolism, human Top1B is an important target for cancer therapies (2, 4, 5) . Top1B relaxes DNA supercoils by forming a clamp around the DNA and generating a transient nick, which allows rotation of the DNA until the nick is religated (6, 7) . This DNA rotation was thought to be hindered by interactions with the protein clamp because the cross-section of rotating DNA at the nick increases twofold during rotation (6, 8, 9) . This was confirmed in a pioneering single-molecule study of relaxation by vaccinia Top1B that led to a model of DNA rotation as a random walk along a rugged energy landscape associated with the rotation angle of the 5′ end of the DNA. In this model, the rotation rate is dictated by the escape from multiple energy wells; religation is in kinetic competition with rotation at a specific energy well. Torque on the DNA (i.e., supercoiling) tilts the energy landscape, lowering the rotation energy barriers, thereby increasing the rotation rate and decreasing the probability of religation. As a result, both the rotation rate and the religation probability are torque-dependent to different degrees. This simple yet elegant model describes vaccinia Top1B supercoil relaxation as a function of torque (10) . An extension of this model in which the rotation rate is governed by a single energy barrier describes the torque dependence of supercoil relaxation by topoisomerase V (Topo V), a structurally unrelated but mechanistically similar archaeal topoisomerase (11) . Although single-molecule measurements of human nuclear Top1B (nTop1) are qualitatively similar to those of vaccinia Top1B and Topo V (4, 10, 12) , the torque dependence of the human enzyme has not been investigated in detail. Single-molecule approaches have largely focused on the effects of chemotherapeutic agents on human nTop1, demonstrating that topotecan inhibits religation and hinders supercoil relaxation in a chiral-dependent manner (12) .
In this study, we investigated the catalytic activities and the inhibition by camptothecin (CPT) of two human Top1B paralogs: nTop1 and mitochondrial Top1B (Top1mt). Despite extensive sequence similarity (Fig. S1 ), the two human Top1B enzymes do not functionally complement each other in vivo and differ significantly in their interactions with nuclear DNA and mtDNA (13) . These Top1B paralogs afford a unique opportunity to elucidate how subtle differences in domains distal to the active site affect relaxation, catalytic activity, and CPT sensitivity. We included the N-terminal deletion mutant of nTop1 (Top68) in the study to assess the functional role of the N-terminal domain (14) (15) (16) , which is largely missing from Top1mt (Fig. S1 ), more directly.
Using a magnetic tweezers-based single-molecule assay (Fig. 1 ), we measured the catalytic activities of nTop1, Top1mt, and Top68 and the effects of the natural Top1B inhibitor CPT as a function of torque applied to the DNA. Our results show that Top1mt exhibits significant torque dependence, similar to vaccinia Top1B (10) . However, nTop1 exhibits less torque dependence; in particular, the religation probability for nTop1 is largely insensitive to torque. Moreover, the torque sensitivity of the three Top1B enzymes is inversely related to the efficacy of CPT inhibition.
To account for these results, we propose a revised model for relaxation by Top1B enzymes. In the prior model, religation probability is entirely dictated by a free-energy landscape associated with the rotation of the 5′ DNA end within the protein clamp (10, 11) . Because our measurements show that religation by nTop1 was weakly dependent on the applied torque, we considered more general reaction schemes that included rate-limiting transitions uncoupled from DNA rotation. The resulting "kinetic clutch" model provides a mechanistic basis for differences in torque and CPT sensitivity among Top1B enzymes. 
Results
We used a 23-kb torsionally constrained ("coilable") DNA molecule attached at one end to a coverslip and at the other to a super paramagnetic bead in a magnetic tweezers instrument (Fig.  1A) . Torque on the DNA was controlled by rotating the tethered bead at different applied tensions (Fig. S2) and was calculated using a model developed by Marko and colleagues (11, 17) . As the bead is rotated, the torque on the DNA increases until a critical, tension-dependent torque at which the DNA buckles to form plectonemes is reached. Further rotation of the bead extends the length of the plectonemic region, whereas the torque remains fixed at the critical buckling value (Fig. S2) . Analyzing only those relaxation events that do not remove all the plectonemes ensures that the measurements were made under constant torque conditions. In the presence of topoisomerases (50-500 pM), DNA supercoils were relaxed, which increased the DNA extension. Extension was converted to the number of turns relaxed per event as described in Fig. S2 (11) . Probability density distributions of the relaxation rates were fitted with Gaussian distributions to obtain the mean relaxation rates (Fig. S3) .
Human Top1B Exhibits Different Torque-Dependent Relaxation Rates.
We first measured the relaxation rates for three human Top1B enzymes as a function of torque on the DNA. Consistent with similar measurements of Topo V (11), relaxation rates increased exponentially with increasing positive torque and were fit with a model assuming a single energy barrier associated with the rotation angle of the DNA 5′ end (11) . The escape rate, k e , is determined by the height of the energy barrier, E B , the transition angle, θ (rotation angle between the bottom of the energy well and the top of the energy barrier), and the torque, which lowers the energy barrier to rotation in proportion to θ (11, 18) (Fig.  S4A ). The energy barriers for all three Top1B enzymes were comparable, but the transition angles for Top1mt and Top68 were 40% and 16% larger, respectively, than that for nTop1 (Fig.  2) . Measurements of negative supercoil relaxation were limited to low values of torque to avoid complications arising from denaturation of DNA at high negative torque (19) . Whereas nTop1 and Top68 relaxed positive and negative supercoils at comparable rates at low torque, Top1mt relaxed positive supercoils ∼1.5-fold faster than negative supercoils, suggesting an asymmetrical energy landscape (Fig. S4B , Inset).
nTop1 and Top1mt Display Different Torque-Dependent Religation Probabilities. Next, we determined the relaxation step size per enzymatic cycle (from DNA cleavage to religation) as a function of torque (Fig. 3) . During supercoil relaxation, the two ends of the DNA can be religated with a certain probability when they come into close proximity in a "religation region." The number of supercoils relaxed, or step size, is inversely related to the religation probability. Previously, religation probability was modeled as a kinetic competition between religation and escape from the religation energy well in a rotation energy landscape (10) . Torque lowers the rotation energy barrier, increasing the escape rate and lowering the religation probability. In our study, we found that the step size of Top1mt increases as a function of torque, similar to vaccinia Top1B (Fig. 3 ), and both enzymes had comparable transition angles associated with relegation: 0.11 ± 0.02 radians for Top1mt ( Fig. S6 ) and 0.23 ± 0.02 radians for vaccinia Top1B (10) . In contrast, the step sizes for Top68 and nTop1 were minimally dependent on torque (Fig. 3) , and fits to a rotation energy landscape model resulted in vanishingly small transition angles (0.04 ± 0.01 radians for nTop1 and 0.07 ± 0.03 radians for Top68) ( DNA extension traces were fitted with a custom written step-finding routine based on a t test algorithm (40) . The fitting routine extracts the extension change, duration, and linear velocity for each relaxation event and the duration of pauses between events. These phases of motion correspond to cleavage (green arrow), relaxation, and religation (blue arrow) depicted in the cartoon of Top1B enzyme bound to DNA.
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Top1mt nTop1 Top68 religation imply that the distance between the energy minimum and the transition state is on the order of an angstrom or less, which we considered unphysical. Alternatively, the weak torque dependence of religation probability for nTop1 suggests that religation occurs from a state that is insensitive to torque. We developed a revised kinetic scheme, including an energy barrier, along a reaction coordinate orthogonal to DNA rotation (SI Materials and Methods). We hypothesized that once the free end of the DNA rotates back to the global energy minimum along the rotation coordinate, the DNA-protein complex fluctuates between religation-competent (T·D c ) and rotation-competent (T·D c *) states with torque-independent rates k f and k R , respectively. The religation-competent state is a torque-independent state in which the ends of the DNA are aligned but unable to rotate due to the relative position of the DNA ends or the conformation of the protein clamp. From this state, the DNA can be religated with rate k L or the complex can enter the rotation-competent state with rate k f . From the rotation-competent state, rotation can proceed with a torque-dependent rate k e (Fig. 2 and SI Materials and Methods) or the enzyme-DNA complex can return to the religationcompetent state with rate k R. Within this model, the religation probability per turn is (SI Materials and Methods) as follows:
The mean relaxation step size is < n > = 1=P T · D . The transition rates k f and k R , between the religation-and rotation-competent states, provide a mechanistic basis for differences in religation torque sensitivity. As k f or k R decreases, the torque dependence of the religation probability decreases, and eventually vanishes for the extreme case of k R = 0 (Fig. S7) . Therefore, the transition rates effectively act as a "clutch," coupling the torque dependence of rotation (k e ) to the religation probability.
The mean uncoiling step sizes (<n>) as a function of positive torque for all three enzymes were well-fitted with Eq. 1 (Fig. 3) using the measured relaxation rates (Fig. 2) . The fits returned values of k R and the ratio k f /k L . As expected, the values of k R and k f /k L for nTop1 and Top68 were similar, reflecting their minimal sensitivity to torque, whereas the values for Top1mt were larger, consistent with increased torque sensitivity (Fig. 3) . Uncoiling step sizes for negative supercoils were measured at a single low value of torque due to complications arising from local melting of the DNA at higher values of negative torque. The relaxation step sizes for nTop1 and Top68 were comparable at equal positive and negative torques (9.3 pN·nm), whereas the step size for Top1mt was ∼30% smaller for negative torque in comparison to positive torque (Fig. 3A, Inset) .
Religation-Cleavage Equilibrium Is Shifted Toward Religation for
Top1mt. Relaxation events were interrupted by short pauses on the order of a few seconds. We interpret these pauses as states in which Top1B is bound to intact DNA rather than unbinding and rebinding of Top1B. We typically observed a single burst of nearly continuous activity lasting for several hundred seconds, followed by extended periods (greater than 250 s) of no activity, suggesting that activity was due to a single enzyme with low on (k on ) and off (k off ) rates. Although the binding kinetics of nTop1 have not been measured, the DNA binding kinetics of vaccinia Top1B are slow (k on ∼10 ·s −1 at 50-500 pM enzyme concentration) (20) . The pause duration corresponds to the waiting time for DNA rotation to start from a ligated state. Based on our model, we derived an expression for the cleavage rate, k c , using a recursive kinetic calculation (21) (SI Materials and Methods):
The observed pause duration, T c , was determined by fitting the histogram of pause durations at each torque with a single exponential (Fig. S8) . Using the previously determined values of k R , k f /k L , and k e , we calculated k c for each enzyme (Fig. 4A) . Based on these results, we estimated the equilibrium at zero torque as a function of k f . Because we obtained k f /k L but not k L , we compared the religation-cleavage equilibrium for the three Top1Bs as a function of k f . A lower bound of ∼300 s −1 for k f is imposed by the fact that k f must be significantly larger than the rate-determining step for rotation, k e . As shown in Fig. 4B , the religation-cleavage equilibrium for Top1mt is shifted twofold toward religation compared with nTop1 for all values of k f above the lower bound.
CPT Sensitivity Is Inversely Related to Religation Torque Sensitivity.
To study inhibition of human Top1B enzymes by CPT, we measured the relaxation rates of positive supercoils in the presence of CPT at a torque of 9.3 pN·nm. CPT binding at the Top1B-DNA interface (22) slows down the rotation rate, presumably due to an increase in the rotational energy barrier (12, 18) . Consistent with previous single-molecule (12) and ensemble measurements (23), the relaxation rates of nTop1 and Top68 decreased 18-fold and sixfold, respectively, at 5 μM CPT. In contrast, Top1mt did not show significant relaxation rate changes in the presence of 5 μM CPT (Fig. 5A) . Top1mt was not completely insensitive to CPT, Ratio k f /k L and k R for three Top1Bs obtained from the fits of the relaxation step sizes as a function of torque to Eq. 1: k f =k L : 56 ± 6 for Top1mt, 39 ± 2 for nTop1, and 35 ± 4 for Top68; k R (s −1 ): 10 ± 3 for Top1mt, 4 ± 2 for nTop1, and 6 ± 3 for Top68. All reported errors are SDs.
because the relaxation rate decreased eightfold at 100 μM CPT (Fig. 5A ). This differential CPT sensitivity was confirmed with an ensemble assay of the cleavage equilibrium of nTop1 and Top1mt as a function of CPT concentration ( Fig. 5 B and C) . At CPT concentrations less than 10 μM, nTop1 formed at least sixfold more cleavage complexes than Top1mt, consistent with the single-molecule results at 5 μM CPT (Fig. 5C ).
Discussion
In this study, we compared the human Top1B paralogs nTop1 and Top1mt by measuring their relaxation rate, religation probability, and cleavage rate as a function of torque in the presence and absence of CPT. Despite significant sequence homology, the activities of nTop1 and Top1mt differ significantly, likely reflecting in vivo functional differences. In particular, the religation probability for nTop1 is minimally sensitive to torque in contrast to Top1mt and vaccinia Top1B (10) . This finding necessitates revising existing models of Top1B activity. We propose a kinetic clutch model that explains differences in torque sensitivity of the religation probability and CPT sensitivity among Top1B enzymes (Fig. 6) .
The weak torque dependence of religation probability for nTop1 has important implications for the relationship between religation and rotation. In existing models, the state from which religation occurs is on the DNA rotation pathway (4, 10, 11) . The resulting torque-dependent religation probability is inconsistent with our nTop1 results (Fig. 3) . We propose a model in which, once per rotation, the DNA free end enters a ligation-competent state that is insensitive to torque (Fig. 6) . From this state, the DNA can be religated or can reversibly enter a rotation-competent state from which rotation, hindered by a torque-dependent barrier, occurs. The important aspect of this model is that the torque sensitivity of religation depends on the kinetics of the transitions between the ligation and rotation-competent states. This model provides a mechanistic basis for the observed differences in religation torque sensitivity (Fig. 3) and differences in CPT sensitivity ( The present experiments cannot distinguish between these possibilities, but results from recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations suggest that such orthogonal protein motions may play an important role in the catalytic cycle (18) . The kinetic clutch model was developed based on measurements of positive supercoil relaxation due to the limited range of experimentally accessible negative values of torque. We speculate that the same kinetic clutch mechanism applies to the relaxation of negative supercoils. However, the energy landscape for negative supercoil relaxation is not simply the rotational reverse of that for positive supercoil relaxation (Fig. 6) . Furthermore, the detailed energy landscape and kinetics are likely different because different domains are presumably affected depending on the direction of rotation (24). This energy landscape asymmetry has been observed in MD simulations (18) and in the religation-cleavage equilibrium (25) , and it has been inferred from the large asymmetry in the relaxation rate of negative vs. positive supercoils in the presence of topotecan (12, 18) . However, further experimental and computational efforts will be required to elucidate the details of the energy landscape and conformational states for negative supercoil relaxation. Independent of the mechanistic model developed to explain them, our experimental results demonstrate stark differences in the catalytic activities of nTop1 and Top1mt. The sequence similarity in their core domains suggests that catalytic differences originate from differences in distal domains (Fig. S9) . However, the N-terminal domain of nTop1 does not appear to account for these differences, because the activity of Top68 resembles nTop1 more so than Top1mt. Evolutionarily, variations in distal domains may be important for adapting to specific cellular environments and roles (e.g., nuclear DNA metabolism, mtDNA metabolism) without compromising the catalytic core. For example, the Nterminal region of nTop1 has been shown to mediate interactions with nuclear DNA (13) . Similarly, the minimal torque dependence of the religation probability (Fig. 3) and high cleavage rate (Fig.  4 ) of nTop1 may be critical for its biological functions. nTop1 physically interacts with RNA polymerase (RNAP) to remove excessive supercoiling arising during transcription (26) . Growing evidence suggests that transcription may be regulated by the supercoiling density of DNA in eukaryotes (27) . The weakly torque-dependent relaxation activity of nTop1 could counteract local supercoiling introduced by RNAP at a rate that is independent of the global supercoiling level. In this manner, excessive supercoiling associated with transcription is removed without affecting the global level of supercoiling. Supporting this hypothesis, the aggregate rate of supercoil relaxation by nTop1 is ∼13 supercoils per second, comparable to estimates of ∼10 supercoils per second generated by RNAP in vivo (27) . The physical association between RNAP and nTop1 introduces a further complication having to do with the "hand-off" between enzymes (26) . The high cleavage rate and bias toward cleavage over religation (Fig. 4) of nTop1 would facilitate this hand-off, allowing nTop1 to remove supercoiling efficiently while minimizing the likelihood of impeding transcription.
In contrast to nTop1, Top1mt behaves similar to vaccinia Top1B and Topo V (10, 11), displaying significant torque dependence of both relaxation rate and religation probability. Top1mt also displays a unique chiral relaxation rate asymmetry (Fig. S4 ) that may play a role in maintaining the negatively supercoiled status of mtDNA (28) . The religation-cleavage equilibrium for Top1mt was shifted approximately threefold toward religation in comparison to nTop1 (Fig. 4B ). Biochemical and molecular modeling studies indicate that the linker domain influences cleavage-religation dynamics and equilibrium (14, (29) (30) (31) . Structural homology modeling and secondary structure prediction (32, 33) suggest that the Top1mt linker domain is less structured and presumably more flexible than the nTop1 linker domain. The resulting lower cleavage rate and higher religation-cleavage equilibrium may be physiologically important for maintaining DNA integrity in mitochondria that have less effective DNA repair systems than nuclei, and may not be able to tolerate high levels of DNA cleavage (34) .
The human Top1B paralogs display significant differences in CPT sensitivity (Fig. 5) . As previously observed with topotecan (12), the relaxation rate of nTop1 decreased in the presence of CPT. However, Top1mt was less sensitive to CPT, requiring a high concentration to achieve observable effects (Fig. 5) . The "intercalated model" postulates that CPT binds between the aligned +1 and −1 nucleosides (35, 36) . In our model, this corresponds to the religation-competent state (T·D c ) (Fig. 6) . Hence, CPT binding should be proportional to the lifetime of the religation state. Our results are consistent with this prediction because the expected escape rate, k f , is larger for Top1mt than for nTop1. Although k f was not directly measured, a lower limit is set by the highest rotation rate (k e ) (i.e., k f > 600 s −1 for Top1mt and k f > 300 s −1 for nTop1). These results suggest that CPT sensitivity is inversely related to the torque sensitivity of religation (Eq. 1). Consistent with this interpretation, the torque dependence of religation by vaccinia Top1B is similar to that of Top1mt (10), and both enzymes are largely insensitive to CPT (2) .
Overall, our findings demonstrate that subtle changes in distal domains of Top1B profoundly influence the catalytic activity. To account for the striking differences in sensitivity to torque and CPT between Top1mt and nTop1, we propose a kinetic clutch model of religation. These results and the model provide a mechanistic basis with which to interpret Top1B activity and inhibition.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of Human Top1Bs. Expression and purification of human nTop1 and Top68 from Baculovirus-infected insect cells were performed as previously described (37) . Top1mt was expressed and purified in the same manner. ) by a torque-independent energy barrier, corresponding to a protein conformational change or a radial DNA distortion (orange and red states). The Top1B-DNA complex fluctuates between the religation-competent (T·D c ) and rotation-competent (T·D c* ) states at the torque-independent rates k R and k f . From the religation-competent state T·D c , the DNA can be religated at rate k L . DNA rotation corresponds to escape from the T·D c* state at the torque-dependent rate k e . Each rotation of the DNA corresponds to one cycle of T·D c to T·D c* and back to T·D c as denoted by the blue-shaded box. The corresponding reaction coordinates are schematically represented below. The free end of the DNA rotates from the state T·D c* (red dot) but is prevented from further rotation once it enters the state T·D c (orange dot). A reversible radial motion (i.e., crossing an energy barrier orthogonal to rotation) is required to return the complex to the rotation-competent state. Although the model is based on positive supercoil relaxation, we speculate that a similar mechanism holds for negative supercoil relaxation. Based on the "intercalated model," CPT likely binds Top1B in the religation-competent state (T·D c ) in which the two DNA ends are aligned.
Single-Molecule Experimental Procedures. A total of 0.3 nM 23-kb DNA was incubated with 32 ng of antidigoxigenin in 50 μL of 1× PBS for 1 h at room temperature. This mixture was introduced into a sample cell coated with a low concentration of stuck beads and incubated overnight at 4°C. Unbound DNA was washed out by flowing 200 μL of wash buffer (WB) [1× PBS, 0.04% (vol/vol) Tween-20, 0.3% (wt/vol) BSA]. A total of 20 μL of a 20× dilution of streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (My One; Invitrogen) was then introduced in WB, allowed to tether for 1 h, and washed with 1 mL of WB. Once a coilable DNA substrate was found, the chamber was washed with 200 μL of topoisomerase buffer [10 mM Tris (pH 8), 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 0.3% (wt/vol) BSA, 0.04% Tween-20, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT] and topoisomerase was added at a concentration of 50-500 pM in 200 μL of topoisomerase buffer with or without CPT. Topoisomerase activity was measured by tracking the height of the tethered bead at a 100-Hz sample rate. The position of a stuck bead was tracked to correct for sample cell drift actively (38, 39) . The data traces were analyzed with a custom written stepfinding program (40).
Top1B-DNA Cleavage Assay with CPT. A Top1B-DNA cleavage assay was performed as previously described (41) . The final concentrations of nTop1 and Top1mt were 0.012 mg/mL and 0.03 mg/mL, respectively. The DNA concentration was 40 nM. The CPT concentration was varied from 0.1-100 μM. The DNA substrate was GATTAGGATTGTT∼GTGAAGTATAGTA (top strand, 3′ end-labeled with Cordycepin)/CTAATCCTAACAACACTTCATATCAT (bottom strand). The Top1B cleavage site is indicated by the "∼" in the top-strand sequence. After the cleavage reaction, the oligonucleotide was denatured and run on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The gel was imaged using a Phosphor Imager (Molecular Dynamics) and quantified using National Instruments Vision Assistant v. 8.5.
